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Abstract
Due to the COVID-19 epidemic, all schools had to close their doors last year. Classes moved to a
virtual environment, and students and teachers were left without the opportunity to visit school
libraries overnight. Therefore, the school library of the Prva gimnazija Maribor has operated
smoothly throughout the time of the epidemic and strives to facilitate the work of students,
teachers, and other employees as much as possible, continue to promote reading, develop reading
and information literacy, and at the same time enrich the educational process. The article presents
how we found our way to our readers despite the difficult situation.
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A challenge for everyone
The year 2020 posed a special challenge to the whole world. The COVID-19 epidemic stopped
the flow of time almost overnight and moved our lives almost entirely to the shelter of our
homes. Schools and school libraries also had to lock their doors, while distance education has
become our daily routine. However, the suspensions and restrictions have not stopped our work
and efforts to operate continuously. School librarians and teachers are all too aware of the
importance of supporting all people, especially children and young people, in learning and
promoting reading anytime, anywhere, if we want them to become better people, to be able to
look critically at the world, think with their own minds, and became responsible and demanding
citizens. Therefore, the school library of the Prva gimnazija Maribor has operated smoothly
throughout the time of the epidemic and strives to facilitate the work of students, teachers, and
other employees as much as possible, continue to promote reading, develop reading and
information literacy, and at the same time enrich the educational process. The employees of the
school library have grasped the time of the epidemic as an opportunity to deepen our knowledge,
further educate and train ourselves in the knowledge and mastery of new digital media, and thus



further contribute to the excellent functioning of the library in the future. During the epidemic,
the need to recognise the changing role of the school library in modern society, to introduce
high-quality services for students and teachers in the digital age, and to reconsider the role of the
school library in the process of literacy, learning, and reading was again expressed. The role and
importance of the school library and the school librarian in the educational process is remarkable
and irreplaceable. We will present to the participants how we confront this special time of
distance education in the school library of the Prva gimnazija Maribor during the COVID-19
epidemic, what we offered to our users so that they could do their job as easily and smoothly as
possible, and stay in mental and physical good shape. It is also important to consider what will
happen when schools and school libraries are open again. Going back to school will certainly not
be easy for all students. Also, their absence from the school environment will undoubtedly have
greatly reduced children's learning efficiency. At that time, school librarians will certainly play
an important role again. School libraries are the space in a school that, in an almost miraculous
way, has been proven to help students relax and "open up", to tell their peers and the school
librarian about their worries, doubts, and problems. All of this has certainly accumulated greatly
among many young people during the epidemic.

The role of the school library
“School libraries exist throughout the world as learning environments that provide space
(physical and digital), access to resources, and access to activities and services to encourage and
support student, teacher, and community learning. /.../ A school library is a school’s physical and
digital learning space where reading, inquiry, research, thinking, imagination, and creativity are
central to students’ information-to-knowledge journey and to their personal, social, and cultural
growth.” (IFLA, 2015, p. 16)
“The school library program and its qualified school library professionals focus on student
growth by providing equitable access for learning experiences, resources, and learning spaces
that enable all members of the school community to become engaged critical thinkers, effective
readers, and responsible users, evaluators, and creators of information in multiple formats.”
(IFLA, 2021, p. 1)
In Slovenia, school libraries are an integral part of the public service in the field of education.
They carry out library activity as a component of the educational process for various types of
educational institutions.
The basic task of every school library is the systematic collection, processing, storage,
presentation, and putting into use the material that students and teachers need in their work. It



must also take care of educating its users, especially in developing information literacy, and
promoting reading.
All of this sets out the fundamental tasks of a good school librarian: to teach, manage, lead,
collaborate, and engage in the wider community (Steinbuch, M. et al., 2010; Kurikul …, 2008;
IFLA, 2019).
The school library is essentially a physical space. However, during the school lockdown which
happened because of the COVID-19 epidemic, it shifted and expanded its premises into the
virtual environment. The COVID-19 pandemic caused a very rapid, intense, almost dramatic
transformation in the functioning of the educational process and, consequently, in the operation
of school libraries.
“Education was transformed from a traditional classroom practice to a remote digitized one.”
(Iivari, Sharma, Ventä-Olkoonen, 2020, p. 4)
Suddenly, an entire generation of children and young people, as well as teachers and others
involved in the educational process, even parents, had to start working with different digital
tools. That was not easy at all “even if digitalization in education has been a hot topic already for
ages within different disciplines and digital tools are extensively already utilized in schools.”
(Iivari, Sharma, Ventä-Olkoonen, 2020, p. 4)
As Corbett and Brown said (2015), the primary challenge for libraries and distance librarians
was “to provide library services and resources that equal those that are available on campus for
the traditional student.”
With school closures, many students and teachers lost access to the place they found comfort in
and full of knowledge—the school library—but resourceful school librarians did not give up. We
found alternative innovative ways to work in the new unknown conditions that had no precedent.
We moved teaching to the virtual environment, we tried to find and offer our users as many open
and free online sources of information as possible, we organised so-called office hours remotely,
advising users by phone or email on how and where to find the material they needed to work,
and we have moved a variety of reading promotion activities online.
Below, I present how the staff of the school library of the Prva gimnazija Maribor confronted this
special time of distance education during the COVID-19 epidemic, what we offer our users so
that they could do their job as easily and smoothly as possible and stay in good spirits, in mental
and physical shape.

The digitized everyday life of Prva gimnazija Maribor school library during school
lockdown



Prva gimnazija Maribor is a state general upper-secondary school (i.e. grammar school) for 15-
to 19-year-old students. Its tradition goes back to 1850. We strive to encourage our students to
acquire broad knowledge, boost their creativity and critical skills, and to develop relations based
on the principle of humanity, mutual respect and responsibility. Our motto is Per aspera ad astra
(Through hardships through the stars). (https://www.prva-gimnazija.si/en)
The school library of the Prva gimnazija Maribor is really the heart of our school. In “normal”
times, when education takes place in school, the school library is always full of students. They
come here to study, to do homework, and to offer each other help with various classes. The
school library is their refuge when they have free time or are waiting to go home. In the reading
room of the school library or in a quiet room, they prepare for tests and exams in peace. On the
couch, the school librarian co-teaches with other teachers, and students can read newspapers and
magazines undisturbed, talk, and even play chess.
Our school library often becomes a place for teaching other topics, not only pedagogical
activities, which are in the domain of the school librarian. In this case, the school librarian works
in concert with teaching colleagues to provide the optimum learning experiences for students.
Each member of the teaching team contributes their different areas of expertise to the design and
implementation of teaching and learning activities.
In any case, our school library is always lively, so my first concern when the school had to close
was how to keep in touch with users remotely so that they would still be regular visitors when
they returned to school. At that time, I found it especially important and, at the same time, an
exceptional opportunity to once again remind the entire school community of the importance of
the existence, operation, and continuous development of the school library, without which there
is no good education. Therefore, my first decision, made together with the school management,
was that the school library would not close its doors to its users during the epidemic, but would
merely adapt to the given situation and continue to strive to carry out its primary mission. Thus,
our school library has functioned smoothly throughout the epidemic and offered support to
students, teachers, and other employees as well as parents who needed help with working from
home or when helping their children with school tasks.
To make it work, we planned and carried out the following activities:
1) “Stay in touch”: At the beginning of the school lockdown in spring 2020, I emailed all
students and staff on several occasions informing them that school library services would be
available to them no matter what. If they needed any materials, they just needed to call or email.
The material was then handed over to users in various ways: those who live in Maribor received
the material at school (by contactless collection), those from other municipalities had the books



either personally delivered to their homes or sent by regular mail (the borders between
municipalities were closed).
2) Lists of web addresses and links to useful e-content (e. g. published works of literature,
dictionaries, encyclopedias, museum and gallery collections, etc.) were published on the school
library website and regularly updated.
3) Cooperation with teachers: The use of learning technology in schools was not systematic
before the pandemic. Distance learning increased the use of tablets, computers, and all sorts of
digital tools. The Google online classroom, ZOOM, and Microsoft Teams became our everyday
reality. But not all the teachers were familiar with the different types of online environments, and
many did not have very good digital skills. In order to make work easier for all of them, we set
up the so-called Technical Assistance Group at the school, which included IT teachers,
information and communication technology staff, and a school librarian. Once a week, all the
teachers met at ZOOM meetings, where we exchanged experiences in groups using different
e-tools and technologies and helped each other acquire the necessary new knowledge for the
effective use of technology. We also planned interdisciplinary lessons to provide the optimum
learning experiences for students.
4) Cooperation with publishers: free access to textbooks, workbooks, and other digital
materials was obtained to facilitate distance learning.
5) Cooperation with the public library: Mariborska knjižnica has so much to offer. We have
been collaborating with them for many years and have encouraged students to register and
become a member. Students are exempt from membership fees. Maribor Public Library consists
of 20 library branches (in the city and also in suburbs and in the countryside where our students
come from), and a Mobile Library (Bibliobus) with 47 stops. The membership card is valid in all
of its branches. Their online resources are excellent; therefore, during school lockdown, students
could access e-materials that they needed for school work.
6) Teaching ‘library information skills’: One of the basic tasks of every school library is to teach
our users how to use the library, digital literacy etc. “I think the best response of a capable
educator is someone who focuses on student learning no matter what.” (Ellis, 2020) In the form
of independent or cross-curricular lessons for all students, I conducted lessons on the safe use of
the Internet, how to assess the quality of websites, on searching for material in COBISS
(COBISS = Cooperative Online Bibliographic Information System and Services), citing sources
and literature (APA standard), and searching for and using reference literature on the Internet.
Distance learning was implemented using ZOOM and Google Classroom.
7) One of the most important things at my job for me is reading promotion. So, during
lockdown, I tried really hard to help all our users. Even though they no longer had access to the



books stored on bookshelves of the school library, I did everything to provide them with not just
the materials they needed for learning and teaching but especially with the fiction they read for
pleasure. In this time of digital transformation of everyday life, it really did not matter to me in
what form any book was read – in printed or digital form. For me, the most important thing was
to motivate my readers to keep reading.
To achieve this:
* I invited all students and staff to participate in the Prva gimnazija Maribor Reading Badge. At
the online events in April 2020 and 2021, we announced the award winners and rewarded all
participants with a book, a personalised bookmark, and chocolate. The response was
overwhelming.
* We regularly publish the list of new books in the school library on our website.
* The Teachers' Reading Club has been active for fifteen years. We meet once a month in the
school reading room to discuss the books we read. We choose the titles democratically - every
time someone suggests a title and then we decide together what we will read next time. During
the distance learning period, we moved our monthly meetings to the virtual environment.
* "Growing Up with a Book" (https://www.jakrs.si/bralna-kultura/rastem-s-knjigo): It is a
national project for the promotion of reading culture. Its purpose is to motivate students of the
last three years of primary school and secondary school to read young adult literature by
Slovenian authors and to encourage them to visit general public libraries. The project was first
carried out by the Ministry of Culture in the school year 2006/2007, initially only in primary
schools. When it was founded in 2009, the Slovenian Book Agency took over the management
of the project. Growing Up with a Book is carried out in cooperation with general public
libraries, Slovenian primary and secondary schools, primary schools with an adapted
programme, educational establishments for children and young people with special needs and
primary and secondary bilingual schools in neighbouring countries (Austria, Hungary, Italy). We
also cooperate with teachers of Slovenian at so-called Saturday schools (America, Australia), at
supplementary Slovenian classes abroad (Belgium, BiH, Serbia, Croatia, France, etc.) and at
European schools (Brussels, Luxemburg, Frankfurt, etc.).
All students received their copy of the selected book on a visit to their nearest general public
library organised for this occasion and which is part of the curriculum. In addition to receiving
the book the visit also informs students about library and information science, the latest in
Slovenian young adult literature and the selected book and its author. During the school year
meetings of students and the authors of the selected books also take place in several schools
across Slovenia, in the neighbouring countries and elsewhere around the world, and presentation
video-materials are produced.



Last year, the implementation of the project was slightly delayed, and direct visits to public
libraries were not possible. The action has moved into the online environment here as well.
Students were addressed by librarians from the general library in a virtual environment.
* National Common Reading Month & EUReads (https://nmsb.pismen.si/): Successful
campaigns or reading initiatives are a practice in various European countries and also in
Slovenia, many institutions in the field of reading culture and the development of reading
literacy are already for decades we have been preparing various activities for children and youth,
for families, for everyone generation. The project National Common Reading Month was first
implemented in 2018. It lasts from September 8 (International Literacy Day) until the end of
Children’s Week in the second week of October. The long-term goal is to raise the reading
culture and literacy of all inhabitants in Slovenia and abroad. During distance learning, we
moved this month to the ZOOM virtual environment. We conducted several literary meetings at a
distance, to which we invited everyone who is in any way connected with our school - students,
teachers and their families. In 2019, as part of the National Common Reading Month project, we
joined the European reading campaign EURead for the first time, which connects existing
reading activities across Europe with the aim of raising awareness of the importance of education
and literacy in early childhood. The common goal of the campaign is to give every citizen the
opportunity to become a reader and to participate fully in European society.

● International School Library Month: thematic group readings were held three times a
week in the “school reading room”, where we read books on the mysteries of the
mountains, famous Slovenians, outstanding Slovenian women …

In honour of General Rudolf Maister (the square where our school is located is named after
him), we read his poetry during Slovenian lessons in all classes.

* Reading Mountains Festival
(https://www.alpconv.org/en/home/projects/reading-mountains-festival/): The festival was
moved to the virtual environment last year. Participants read excerpts from "mountain"
travelogues, poetry, biographies of mountaineers, proverbs and wisdom about the mountains, and
shared memories of the wonderful moments we have experienced as hikers among the peaks.
* I organised remote literary evenings (e. g. on World Poetry Day, World Book Day, various
commemorative events, etc.);
* To observe World Children's Book Day, I read the fairy tale "The Secret of the Empty
Frame" by Bina Štampa Žmavc, recorded myself, uploaded the recording to the school website,
and invited all first graders to listen;
* Students’ presentations of books they read: As I also teach Slovenian, the students got one
of the grades by giving a 10-minute presentation about a book they had read. I had compiled a



list of 60 recommended books for them. I deliberately chose books that are not on the school
(compulsory) reading list; I drew on my own reading experience, I used the Guidelines for
Quality Juvenile Fiction and reviews in Bukla magazine, which regularly presents new books
from Slovenian and foreign markets. In class, I briefly introduced and showed each of the books
to students to make it easier for them to choose the one they were going to read. The result was
impressive—the students presented what they had read in a truly experiential and well-reasoned
way. For the vast majority, reading was a pleasure. They circulated the books so that they ended
up reading more than one.
* “A Book Fair”: In February this year, learning moved back to the classroom. To celebrate
International Book Day, I displayed nearly 3000 books, either written off during the inventory of
the school library shelves or generously donated by Slovenian publishers, on the benches and
windowsills of the school and, after an announcement on the school radio, invited all students
and staff to take what they liked. After a week, there were only 72 books left.

After the epidemic
Now that the epidemic is slowly subsiding, the future needs to be considered. What have we
learned from the distance learning experience? “The epidemic proved to be a nice opportunity to
accelerate the processes of digitization of the learning process, to modernize the school system
and make it more innovative.” (Turk Niskač, 2020) I think one of the most obvious insights is
that at least basic knowledge of the use of new technologies is essential these days. Most
students are undoubtedly more adept at knowing and mastering various digital applications and
tools than teachers. Today’s generation of young people has different expectations of education
and the school library than previous generations. As Groeling and Boyd (2009) found out,
“students today are confronted by a tremendous amount of information in which they can easily
become lost, and they rely heavily upon search engines for their information needs in order to
navigate and manage the information glut they face”. Therefore, in my opinion, one of the most
important tasks of the school librarian of the future will be obtaining, managing, and promoting
the efficient and responsible use of different types of digital resources.
Going back to school certainly wasn’t easy for all students and teachers. For all employees in
education, it will surely be a great challenge to deal with the consequences of the epidemic on
the behaviour of us and our colleagues, students, and their parents. Especially “for children and
adolescents with mental health needs, such closures mean a lack of access to the resources they
usually have through schools. /…/ School routines are important coping mechanisms for young
people with mental health issues. When schools are closed, they lose an anchor in life and their
symptoms could relapse.” (Lee, 2020, p. 421)



“The consequences will first have to be identified, then addressed appropriately and those
affected will be helped to deal with them.” (Dobnik Renko et al., 2020, p. 2)
I am convinced that in this process school librarians will again play an important role. School
libraries are the space in a school that, in an almost miraculous way, has been proven to help
students relax and "open up", to tell their peers and the school librarian about their worries,
doubts, and problems. One possible method we can use to help our users is bibliotherapy. Merga
(2020) said that “students can deal with issues challenging their well-being from a safe distance
when they are experienced by book characters.”
Furthermore, keep in mind that reading for pleasure is strongly associated with mental
well-being. It is therefore essential that we continue to encourage and promote leisure reading in
a variety of ways. One of the best ways is to set an example ourselves.

Conclusion
What I’ve presented is distance schooling from my own perspective and experience. I have to
admit that it was stressful at the beginning, but we adapted very quickly and did our best to
maintain contact between the library, the books, the students, and other users. If nothing else, I
believe that I have managed to demonstrate time and again my sincere enjoyment in what I do
and my passion for reading and everything to do with books. Convincing young people that
reading is worth all the time and effort is an ongoing battle. This challenging year has given us
much valuable experience we can apply in the live classroom teaching in the future. I also know
that much more can be done, and I look forward to the challenges of the future—either face to
face or remotely.
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